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4 PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

MOVING FORWARD WITH

OPTIMISM
M

alaysia experienced its third
movement control order since the
COVID-19 pandemic first broke
out at the beginning of 2020, with stricter
SOPs implemented in hopes of curbing
the spread of infection.
On a positive note, with the COVID-19
vaccine rollout already underway, this
gives us renewed confidence that life will
return to some form of normalcy in the
months to come.
While we adapt to managing operations
under new guidelines and continue to
practise measures to keep ourselves, our
colleagues and our families safe, there
is no time like the present to map out our
plans for the future.
An essential component to these plans
is the need to increase our efforts in
sustainability.
Many businesses have already
integrated sustainable business practices,
knowing full well that their company’s
impact, contribution and conduct in the
preservation of the environment and
society in ESG (Environmental, Social and
Governance) play a key role in every
aspect of the business.
One such company is Nestle (Malaysia)
Bhd, helmed by Juan Aranols, who
is FMM’s Sustainable Development
Committee Chairman.
Aranols is deeply passionate about
environmental commitments to shape a
greener future for all, and in leading the
company’s sustainability initiatives. He
has helped his company to achieve many
important milestones.
In this issue, he outlines FMM’s role in
taking the lead in advocating sustainable
business practices in the industry, as
well as the importance of adopting these
practices into our respective businesses.

As we move forward into the second half
of 2021, allow me to remind all members
to remain vigilant in adhering to the SOPs
outlined by the authorities.
While the vaccination rollout gives a
positive outlook for the future, we must
not let our guard down, and continue
to support the Government’s efforts in
protecting the wellbeing of the rakyat
and reviving our economy.
Sincerely,
Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai
President
Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers
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s vaccination rollouts continue to be carried
out globally, business operations are making
a gradual return to normalcy.

Across Europe and Asia, factories have ramped
up production from March onwards as a solid
recovery in demand has aided manufacturers that
have experienced setbacks. However, escalating
costs and supply-chain disruptions have been
driving global prices.
Vaccine rollouts and strong growth in leading
countries like the United States and China will
help economies recover from the downturns of
2020.
In news released by the BBC, China has
overtaken Germany to become the UK’s biggest
single import market for the first time.
China was the first major economy to experience
growth in its global trade last year as it became
the first big country to emerge from the pandemic.
Goods imported from China rose 66% from the
beginning of 2018 to £16.9bn (RM98.85bn)
in the first quarter of this year, according to
the Office for National Statistics, while imports
from Germany fell by a quarter to £12.5bn
(RM73.11bn) in the same period.
This change has come about as trade with the
European Union was disrupted by Brexit and the
pandemic boosted demand for Chinese goods.
Germany’s motor industry has also felt the impact
of the pandemic as both vehicle production and
global exports were hit.
Demands for new vehicles in the UK were
dismal due to lockdown measures which shut car
showrooms.
Since 1997, Germany was largely (except for a
six-month period in 2000) the UK’s biggest source
of imports.
In South-East Asia, leading economists have an
optimistic growth outlook for Vietnam.
According to the Ministry of Planning and
Investment Vietnam, key indexes show that despite
the pandemic, the economy is bouncing back well
and showing an optimistic trend.
As reported in the Asia News Network, from
January to April 2021, total retail sales of
goods and consumer services revenue topped
1.69 quadrillion Vietnamese dong (more than
US$73bil or RM300bil), up 10% year-on-year;
while exports were estimated at US$103.9bil
(RM427bil), rising 28.3%.

Experts have shared encouraging statistics which
showed that businesses were confident of their
recovery and growth capacity.
Nearly 55,800 enterprises were formed in
Vietnam from January to May 2021, posting
a year-on-year rise of 15.4%, according to the
country's General Statistics Office, as reported on
VietnamNews.net.
The industry sector was predicted to grow 9.5%
and the services sector 6%. Meanwhile, trade
would remain strong this year thanks to exports
and imports with the US and China, two major
trading partners of Vietnam.
Meanwhile in the US, economic recovery
continues and with more than a third of the
population vaccinated, together with nearly
US$6 trillion in pandemic relief provided by the
government over the past year, the industry is
seeing a renewed demand for goods.
Data firm IHS Markit said its flash US
manufacturing PMI increased to 61.5 in the first
half of May, the highest reading since October
2009, following a final reading of 60.5 in April.
A reading above 50 indicates growth in
manufacturing, which accounts for 11.9% of the
US economy.
According to IHS Markit “manufacturers
highlighted that strain on capacity and raw
material shortages are expected to last through
2021.” It noted that the supply crunch was raising
production costs for manufacturers, who “made
efforts to pass higher cost burdens on to clients,”
as reported by Reuters.
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THE INDUSTRY NEWS
YOU NEED TO KNOW

Sustaining jobs and operations in full
lockdown mode
The current Phase 1 of the Full Movement Control Order
(FMCO) was extended until June 28, 2021, a move which
raises major concerns for SME manufacturers who had only
just begun to show signs of recovery.
The manufacturing sector is a main source of overall
economic growth to the country, and FMM has called on the
Government to address some of the critical challenges faced
by the industry in Phase 1.
This includes allowing the essential economic and services
sectors approved to operate to be extended to include an
en-bloc approval of the entire supply chain as currently there
are still those companies in the supply chain supporting the
operations of the essential sectors that have their application
either rejected or still pending approval.
In addition, it was proposed that manufacturing companies
in the non-essential economic sectors that have smaller
workforces and are able to ensure proper social distancing,
as well as those with contractual export orders are allowed to
operate at 50% capacity on a 24/7 basis.
FMM also suggested that industries be allowed to undertake
maintenance of plants including warm idle, IT servers support
and so on during the lockdown period with a maximum of
20% workforce capacity instead of only 10% as currently
allowed for those on warm idle mode.
And finally, to permit the movement of all containerised
and sealed import and export cargo to and from ports and
airports and manufacturing warehouses for all non-essential
sectors.
FMM has also proposed a RM200 billion Stimulus Package
with RM30 billion direct fiscal injection including the following
forms of assistance to ensure that businesses are able to
sustain jobs and operations.
These include automatic loan moratorium extension across the
board until December 2021; extension of the Wage Subsidy
Programme (WSP); the suspension of selected statutory
payments; waiver of TNB’s Maximum Demand charge for
May 2021 given that industries have already been on a
reduced workforce of 60% from May 25 2021 and possibly
extending to the month of July; energy discounts for industries
that are unable to operate at all and for those operating at
reduced capacity, among other suggestions.

Manufacturing companies in the non-essential
economic sectors that have smaller workforces and
are able to ensure proper social distancing, as well
as those with contractual export orders are allowed
to operate at 50% capacity on a 24/7 basis.

Expediting business recovery through
COVID-19 vaccination
The Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI)
announced that Program Immunisasi Industri COVID-19
Kerjasama Awam Swasta (PIKAS) for the manufacturing sector
will be launched under Phase 4 of the National COVID-19
Immunisation Program (PICK).
The Government will provide vaccines without cost, however
only employees who have registered in MySejahtera for
PICK will be able to participate in PIKAS, which will be
implemented through two models – Model 1: vaccination at
a Common Use Vaccination Administration Centre (PPV); and
Model 2: On-site Vaccination initiated by a company to be
within a factory premise or at an approved location.
Model 1
(i)

Eligibility: Any company interested in sending their
employees to be vaccinated at a MITI-designated PPV.

(ii) List of Common Use PPVs: The Pikas page on MITI’s
website contains a list of Common Use PPVs. Please visit
the site regularly as more Common Use PPVs will be
added over time.
(iii) Vaccine Administration Costs: Employees will require
two doses of the vaccine, therefore the total cost per
employee is RM90, at RM45 per dose. This is to be paid
upfront to the PPV operators and the cost covers usage
of the designated PPV sites and services of medical, nonmedical and all other incidental costs.
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Ministry of Science Technology and Innovation (MOSTI)
and MITI.
(iii) On-site Vaccine Administration Costs: The individual or
anchor company will be fully responsible for the cost to
establish on-site PPV at the factory premises or at another
site including the vaccine administration cost and PPV
venue costs as follows:
a. Vaccine administration cost to ProtectHealth (unless
the company appoints own doctors who are approved
by ProtectHealth): RM15 per dose per employee.
Each employee will require 2 doses of the vaccine.
Therefore, the total cost per employee is RM30.
b. PPV venue costs: The costs will depend on the on-site
venue set-up cost which will differ based on the size,
layout and other incidental costs.
(vi) Registration for Model 2: Registrations can be made via
Form 2 – PIKAS PPV Factory On-site. Form 2 is required
to be completed by the individual company or by both the
anchor company and participating companies.
Completed form, together with the signed PIKAS Terms and
Conditions, are to be emailed directly to vaccine4industry@
miti.gov.my or through the respective industry associations.
(iv Registration for Model 1: Registrations can be made via
Form 1- PIKAS Common PPV. Companies are to email
the completed form together with the signed PIKAS Terms
and Conditions directly to vaccine4industry@miti.gov.my
or through their respective industry associations.

All information on PIKAS can be accessed via this link:
https://www.miti.gov.my/redir/pikas/pikas.html Further
enquiries may be directed to vaccine4industry@miti.gov.my
or MITI’s call centre at 03-62071193/ 03-62071194, which
operates from Monday to Friday, 9.00 am to 5.00 pm.

(v) Contract with PPV Operator: The payment to PPV
operator is governed by a contract entered between
the participating company and the PPV operator. Once
a company is notified of the vaccination date, the PPV
operator will make arrangements for vaccination of the
registered number of employees.

FMM encourages members, especially SMEs, to choose
Model 1 - Vaccination at Common Use PPV because of higher
clarity given that the cost has been fixed and the Common
Use PPVs will be operationalised soon starting from June 28,
2021. On-site vaccination is expected to take a longer time
to be available due to the stringent verification and approval
processes.

Model 2
(i)

Eligibility: An individual company with 1,000 or more
employees is allowed to carry out on-site vaccination
at its factory premises. For companies with a smaller
workforce, a company may to coordinate with
other companies within the same locality to attain a
minimum of 1,000 employees. This anchor company is
responsible to identify a facility suitable to be used as a
PPV site.

(ii) On-site PPV Verification and Approval: Stringent criteria
have been set for companies to establish an on-site PPV
including the requirement for PPV sites to have ample
space to accommodate five (5) main stations namely,
Screening, Registration, Consultation, Vaccination and
Monitoring. Vaccination at the factory premise or at
the identified location is subject to verification visit and
approval by COVID-19 Immunisation Task Force (CITF),
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SUPPORTING
SUSTAINABILITY
S

ustainability has become
synonymous with business
operations, and manufacturers the
world over are implementing practices
that align with sustainability goals.
CEO of Nestle (Malaysia) Bhd Juan
Aranols, who is FMM’s Sustainable
Development Committee Chairman,
spoke to BIA on how FMM is doing its
part in advocating sustainable business
practices in the industry.
The Committee, which Aranols has led
since his appointment as Chairman in
2020, was set up in 2019 to create
wider awareness of sustainable
development and sustainable business
continuity amongst FMM members, of
which SMEs comprise 74%.
During the interview, held via video
call, Aranols, dove into the four focus
areas that the committee have outlined:
Reforestation, circular economy,
renewable energy and supply chain.
“The first thing is to explain why
we chose these four areas, and
understanding the context globally,”
said Aranols. “When you look beyond
the fog of COVID-19, which we
will leave behind at some point, the
environmental problems that we had
before, have they gotten any better?
“One is clearly climate change and the
emergency that it is creating at many
levels, from the sustainability of the
food supply chain, to the impact of the
increase in temperatures on coastal
areas, as well as the more frequent
extreme weather episodes.”
Another element, he said, is waste
management.
“Malaysia is a country which has
reached a respectable level of
development. It’s in the heart of the
ASEAN region where we see some

of the most obvious consequences of
poor waste management impacting
the oceans and damaging coastal
ecosystems, leading also to a
deterioration of quality of life in both
urban and rural areas”.
“These are some fundamental issues
that we have to tackle, individually
and collectively, and they are also very
aligned with national priorities such
as delivering the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development.
“We felt that as FMM, representing
a large and relevant sector of the
economy in Malaysia, it just made sense
to start defining our contribution to a
more sustainable future” he explained.

On the topic of reforestation, the best
way to reduce the amount of CO2 in
our atmosphere is by planting trees and
reforesting areas that were thriving in
the past.
The FMM SD Committee aims at
advocating for the restoration and
protection of our planet’s biodiversity
to prevent land degradation, restoring
ecosystems and also contributing to food
security.
“The second aspect relates to creating
more opportunities for circularity in
the economy. Is about finding ways to
manage waste, and finding a new life
for by-products of our consumption,”
explained Aranols.
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Sustainable
operations are
a top priority for
manufacturers
globally.

“For many companies large and small,
the priority was to basically find their
way through COVID, protect their
people, ensure continuity of supply and
sometimes it was just about making
it through the lockdown. During this
phase we focused on engagement and
consultations to shape well defined
priorities. “
He went on to explain that consultations
to evaluate the framework to drive
circular economy in Malaysia were
held with the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO),
along with several other activities
initiated or jointly organised with other
parties such as sharing sessions on best
practices.
In March, the committee managed to
hold a meaningful and impactful event
before the third movement control order
was implemented.

FMM’s SD Committee outlines that
under this area, four key points are
highlighted: value is maintained for as
long as possible; products are designed
to last; the generation of waste and
pollution is minimised; and renewable
energy is used along the value chain, as
much as possible.
The Committee outlined the following
key points: building resilient
infrastructures, promoting inclusive
and sustainable industrialisation,
and fostering innovation, as well as
upgrading infrastructure and retrofit
industries to make them sustainable.
Finally, the renewable energy element
involves focusing on the use of energy

derived from: hydro, solid biofuels,
wind, solar, liquid biofuels, biogas,
geothermal, marine and waste.
IMPLEMENTING IMPACTFUL
INITIATIVES
FMM’s SD Committee is relatively new,
and due to the unprecedented impacts
of COVID-19, most of their initial plans
had to be put on hold.
“FMM President Tan Sri Dato’ Soh
Thian Lai proposed setting up the SD
Committee back in September 2019,
and he proposed that I organise it. This
was certainly a great honour, and we
got the wheels in motion in Q1 2020.
But then COVID came,” said Aranols.

Juan Aranols, CEO of Nestle (Malaysia) Bhd.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY (RE) SDG 7
REFORESTATION SDG 13; SDG 15

• RE technology is a major element in
strategies for greening economies
worldwide and for tackling the
critical global problem of climate
change
• Focus on RE in the percentage of
final energy usage derived from
renewable resources. RE usage
includes use of energy derived
from: hydro, solid biofuels, wind,
solar, liquid biofuels, biogas,
geothermal, marine and waste

• Restore and protect our planet's
biodiversity to prevent land
degradation, ecosystem imbalance
& for food security
• Forest is a safe, natural means
of carbon capture and
storage, increasingly
recognised as an essential
element of any strategy to
stabilise our climate

SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY
CHAIN SDG 9 ; SDG 12
• Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialisation
and foster innovation
• Upgrade infrastructure and
retrofit industries to make them
sustainable, with increased
resource-use efficiency and
greater adoption of clean and
environmentally sound
technologies and industrial
processes

CIRCULAR ECONOMY SDG 6;
SDG 7; SDG 9; SDG 12, SDG 14
An industrial economy that routes
products, parts, and materials back
into use several times and creates
more value and less waste (UNIDO’s
definition)
• Value is maintained for as long as possible
• Products are designed to last
• Generation of waste and pollution is
minimised
• Renewable energy is used along a value
chain, as much as possible

ENGAGEMENT/
COLLABORATION
• Members’ survey on adoption
& incorporation of SDGs/
sustainability/ESG agenda
in their operations
• Explore collaboration with
external parties i.e. relevant
ministries & 3rd parties
(with Council’s approval)

OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES
• FMM Sustainability Event Mangrove Rehabilitation
• Tree planting initiative by
FMM HQ & branches in
line with Ministry of Energy
& Natural Resources
100 mil trees target from
2020 to 2025

The Mangrove Re-planting activity
was held in collaboration with Nestle
Malaysia at Taman Rekreasi Paya Bakau
- Kg Sijangkang, in Teluk Panglima
Garang, Selangor.
Soh and Aranols, along with several
FMM Council Members, FMM SD
Committee Members and Nestle
volunteers participated in the event,
while strictly adhering to the SOPs
outlined during the CMCO (Conditional
Movement Control Order).

BEST PRACTICES
WEBINARS / TRAINING
• Know-how on 7Rs,
implementation including
environmental, water
conservation, reduction of carbon
footprint, EE/RE, Socially
Responsible Investing (SRI) etc.
• Training on supply risk
management & sustainability
in relation to ESG elements

also with deforestation and the negative
side effects of rapid industrialisation.
Mangroves used to cover large parts of
the coastal areas, and their presence
has been much reduced and they
struggle today to have enough protected
space to thrive” explained Aranols.
“Mangroves play a very important
role, because they create a coastal
barrier that protects coastal areas from
flooding, and they are one of the most
efficient CO2 absorbers that you can
find,” he said, adding that mangroves
also offer critical nursing environments
for juveniles of thousands of fish species.
“These are important dimensions. And
that’s why we felt that initiating our
reforestation efforts by focusing on
bringing new life to some mangroves
was important,” said Aranols,
who expressed his gratitude and
appreciation to all participants.
Due to the ongoing pandemic, onground events will not be held for
the time being, but Aranols and the
committee will continue to hold web
sessions.

Mangrove ecologist Dr. A. Aldrie Amir,
a senior lecturer and research fellow at
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM),
briefed participants on the preservation
of mangrove forests, which provide a
very important ecosystem to the diversity
of life that inhabits it.

Collaborations with external parties,
for example, relevant ministries and
third parties, will be explored through
webinars, talks and seminars related to
the focus areas identified.

“It is very important to recognise
that Malaysia is an extremely rich
country in terms of natural biodiversity
but clearly the last 4/5 decades of
accelerated development have come

While sustainability is a topic that is
widely discussed, implementation is
another issue, Aranols believes that
companies will soon have little choice
in the matter.

THE WAY FORWARD
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“Talking and conceptualising is good, but
at some point, while we may not have
perfect solutions yet, we need to start
moving and taking action,” he opined.
Nestle, in carrying out its sustainability
commitments which are aligned with the
United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), has successfully
implemented numerous practices to
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reduce its carbon footprint, one notable
example being the transitioning to
100% paper straws across their
entire UHT range, or the ambitious
reforestation project under Project
RELeaf, aiming to plant 3 million trees
in the next 3 years.
“Sustainability requires effort, and
sometimes it may come at an initial

cost,” added Aranols. “But sustainability
is also a great opportunity to reinvent
your ways of working, to find new
opportunities and also adopt new
technologies that may help you become
more efficient.”
He encourages companies to look at
sustainability practices as opportunities
to modernise their businesses and to
give them a competitive edge.
At the end of the day, climate change
will need to be tackled, noted Aranols,
whether the business community likes
it or not, because there is no choice in
the matter, so each company needs to
decide where to be: amongst those that
embraced and drove actions to protect
a future for all, or amongst those that
resisted necessary change and ended
up disappearing.
He also pointed out that in many
parts of the world, particularly within
the European Union, investors and
customers are looking at whether
companies are meeting certain
environmental or sustainability
requirements.
“Malaysia has such a powerful export
sector. We export more than 30%
of our total output,” he noted. “But
look at it from the point of view of the
investors, many international investors
are looking more and more at how
companies are doing when it comes to
sustainable development goals. See the
recent decisions confronted by some oil
companies driven by motivated activist
investors.”

The Mangrove Re-planting activity was held in collaboration with Nestle Malaysia at Taman
Rekreasi Paya Bakau - Kg Sijangkang, in Teluk Panglima Garang, Selangor. Juan Aranols (left)
and Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai officiated the event.

“I don’t think we have many skeptics on
Climate Change inside FMM. However,
if there are any skeptics out there, let me
tell you that if protecting the future for
your children or your grandchildren is
not a powerful enough argument, just be
reminded that the day is coming when
regulators, investors and customers will
be also asking you to do your part!”
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KEY STRATEGIES

TO IMPROVE
BRANDING
Adopting the right branding and marketing methods
can help to boost business sales

T

he rollout of COVID-19 vaccines like Pfizer-BioNTech,
Sinovac and AstraZeneca on our shores heralds a bullish
sign that there is the possibility of rebooting economies.

your label to others. And if the product ticks all the right
boxes, your brand can skyrocket in sales.

With growing sentiments that economic recovery is underway,
it is time for brands to relaunch their name and rebuild
customer confidence.

AirAsia Farm general manager (Sabah) Murain
Shanmuganathan said decision-makers need to develop
holistic methods to thrust a company’s image and branding
into the limelight.

Branding and marketing are essential because it helps
promote recognition, and sets a brand a notch higher than
others. If consumers love your brand, they will recommend

“Having a unique identity and being consistent with its
messaging would distinguish the brand from others. Being
different can help a brand to stand out in an already busy
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marketplace,” said Murain in an email
interview from Kuala Lumpur.
He added that marketers should craft
strategies that can boost business
growth and stimulate consumer
engagement.
“AirAsia group chief executive officer
Tan Sri Tony Fernandes launched
AirAsia with the digital and low-cost
flights narrative with its tagline: ‘Now
Everyone Can Fly’.
“But during the pandemic, Tony took
his entrepreneurship skills up a notch
by venturing into new territories outside
the aviation business. It includes
AirAsiaMoney, AirAsiaFarm and
AirAsia Food. These new ventures take
advantage of an existing mother brand
to quickly be recognised.”
Essentially, to build a firm brand
name, companies must focus on their
foundation, anchoring the brand and
services. These are complemented
by brand values - a set of qualities
that would shape the identity and
personality of the brand.
Here are some branding elements that
are essential to thrust a brand name to
greater heights.
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1. BRAND IDENTITY

4. BRAND POSITIONING

A brand name should be easily
recognisable and should stand out
against competitors. The product label
should be timeless, ubiquitous, and
easy to remember. For example, Nike’s
‘swoosh’ logo is recognisable along
with its great advertising, “Just Do It”.

A label’s positioning is defined as a
product’s placement, representing its
image. Brand positioning enables a
manufacturing brand to differentiate
itself from competitors.

Since the slogan’s introduction in
1988 (yes, it’s been around for over
33 years), it has garnered worldwide
recognition as Nike’s memorable
phrase. The tagline has become a
mantra to push personal limits and
overcome obstacles too.

For instance, car manufacturer Volvo
has emphasised safety, where its vision
is to ensure nobody is killed or seriously
injured in its cars. This continuous
statement and reinforcement have been
the crux of their advertising for decades.
As a result, the 94-year-old Swedish car
brand has carved a reputation as the
safest car in the world.

2. INBOUND MARKETING

5. PRICE AND PROMOTIONS

In today’s digital era, it is vital to
engage with an audience using essential
information. Social media platforms like
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube can
help brands connect with customers,
increase awareness about their brand,
and boost leads and sales.

The article “Marketing in the era of
COVID-19”, published in the 2020
Italian Journal of Marketing states that
product pricing must be used with great
care as a marketing instrument during
this crisis. During a global emergency,
companies should focus on creating
products that offer the consumer
value for money. To avoid price wars,
suppliers might consider other forms of
promotions like gift offers and additional
services to attract customers.

For inbound marketing to work
effectively, it is crucial to understand
your audience. Marketers should
implement successful content and create
a brand persona that resonates with the
target market.
Good examples of inbound marketing
include a blog, infographics, webinars,
podcasts and a video series. Another
method is SEO (search engine
optimisation), which helps to make
your content more visible in the search
engine results pages.

In summary, the fundamentals of
consistently growing ‘reputation points’
include building a solid brand story
from the inside out - that comes from
employees. It is crucial to embed the
brand values in day-to-day operations
- when interacting with teammates,
partners and customers.

3. PRODUCT EXTENSION
Product extension is one of the
fundamentals that help build brand
visibility, customer loyalty and increased
profits. Brand extensions are necessary
because it positions a brand as
innovative.
Brand extensions include introducing a
new product in a different category. For
example, a famous soap label branches
out and releases shampoo, moisturisers
and deodorant to cater to a larger
target market.
While brand extension strategies are
a great way to launch a business,
companies should have thorough
planning and focus, before releasing
a new product into the market.

As Amazon founder
Jeff Bezos puts it: A
brand for a company
is like a reputation for
a person. You earn
reputation by trying to
do hard things well.
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NO LONGER JUST
A LEGAL NECESSITY
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THREE TYPES OF SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING

SUSTAINABILITY
SECTION WITHIN
AN ANNUAL REPORT

DEDICATED
SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT

Your company’s impact, contribution
and how it conducts itself to the
preservation and wellbeing of the
environment and society (Environmental,
Social and Governance) ESG or
(Economic, Environmental and Social)
EES now plays a key role more than
ever before.

purpose and objective. The focus
and attention that the Sustainability
Report requires/deserves is not there
and therefore the advantages and
value of integrating sustainability into
the company and its DNA is lost on
stakeholders/investors.

The integration of sustainability into a
business have a positive impact on a
company, enhancing its operations,
finance, investment, innovation and risk
management, but as already mentioned
it also helps establish and elevate the
companies long term brand value and
reputation above its competitors in the
eyes of potential stakeholders/investors.

DEDICATED SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT

As with an Annual Report, Sustainability
Reports also need to have a clear,
engaging story and message. The
report should cover your approach
to sustainability, your strategy,
performance, competitiveness, continuity
and values, and needs to be one that
is understandable to stakeholders and
investors through clear written and
visual communications.

S

ustainability reporting is not
only a legal necessity, but more
importantly, it affects your brand
and share price. Investors, particularly
the younger generations take your
sustainability record into account when
making investment decisions and if you
are not reporting it properly through
your sustainability reporting, then you
are at a disadvantage in comparison
with your competitors who are probably
shouting out about their sustainability
efforts and initiatives. This is not the
time to be quiet about the good work
you are doing.

PART OF AN
INTEGRATED
REPORT

There are three types of Sustainability
Reporting that a company can consider
that comes with their own advantages,
disadvantages and challenges:
SUSTAINABILITY SECTION WITHIN
AN ANNUAL REPORT
ADVANTAGES: This option is the
easiest to implement, is best suited
for companies that are still new at
sustainability reporting, have a small
sustainability programme or have limited
resources.
DISADVANTAGES / CHALLENGES: Being
part of the Annual Report means that
the Sustainability Report is just another
section in a report that has a different

ADVANTAGES: Shows the company’s
commitment to sustainability to
stakeholders and potential investors.
It also allows for the sharing of
more details and makes it easier for
stakeholders to find the information that
they are interested in such as processes,
data, results, progression etc.
DISADVANTAGES / CHALLENGES:
Requires real commitment to
sustainability from the company to
generate a reasonable amount of
content with value to justify a separate
report on sustainability.
PART OF AN INTEGRATED REPORT
ADVANTAGES: Really demonstrates the
company’s commitment to sustainability
greater than that seen through a
dedicated Sustainability Report. It also
reinforces how sustainability it is at the
core of the business and its DNA.
DISADVANTAGES / CHALLENGES: Does
require a very high level of commitment
to sustainability but also to integrated
reporting and thinking.
If the idea behind integrating
sustainability into a company is to
preserve, contribute to the health and
wellbeing of the environment and
society, is it not ironic that we still find
Annual Reports and Sustainability
Reports continuing to be printed on
paper instead of going 100% digital!
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SUSTAINABILITY

STANDPOINTS
An outlook on sustainable manufacturing practices
globally and in Malaysia

G

lobally, companies have been moving towards
sustainable practices for decades, and whether they
excel at making positive contributions to the environment
is becoming increasingly important to stakeholders.

Environment, social and governance (ESG) is a set of
criteria used to measure a company’s performance in areas
such as carbon emissions, contributions to society and
boardroom diversity.

Manufacturers who place sustainability at the forefront of
their operations are dominating B2B supply chains and B2C
purchasing decisions, making it a driver for greater revenue,
reducing costs and saving the environment.

A company’s energy use, waste, pollution, natural resource
conservation as well as treatment of animals all fall under
environmental criteria. The criteria also include evaluating
environmental risks a company may face and how it
manages them.
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More and more, these criteria are being
factored in by investors globally to
evaluate potential investments.
In North America, 71.9% of
manufacturers have a sustainability
policy in place, according to a recent
National Association of Manufacturing
(NAM) survey, while brands like Nestle
and Unilever have set goals such as
using 100% sustainable packaging by
2025.
Moves like this have a ripple effect,
requiring suppliers to take their lead and
set goals of their own.
Additionally, to sell to tier-1 automotive
manufacturers such as Ford, BMW
and Toyota, suppliers need to excel
at the ISO 14001 standard, which
specifies requirements for an effective
environmental management system
(EMS).
It provides a framework that
organisations can follow, rather than
establishing environmental performance
requirements.
These, along with other factors such as
customer perceptions which are shifting
to a mindset where more than 60%
of customers are willing to pay more
for products made using sustainable
manufacturing (according to Nielsen’s
Global Corporate Sustainability Report),
are solid reasons for companies to get
with the times and adopt sustainable
practices.
GAINS AND BENEFITS
The benefits of implementing sustainable
manufacturing practices cannot be
overstated, as they promise gains not
just to the environment but also to the
business itself.
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Adopting greener processes are
ultimately more efficient, which translate
to bigger savings, and automating
processes to make them safer and
greener, in turn, improving accuracy
limits, will reduce waste.
This also translates to improving
consistency, quality and cost.
Another factor to take into consideration
is the more sustainable your ranking, the
better the talent you’ll be able to hire.
A global survey by LinkedIn found that
almost three quarters of candidates
prefer to join companies where they
feel like their work matters, and which
incorporate sustainability into their daily
processes.
SUSTAINABILITY STANDPOINTS
Every year, the Global 100 Index
is released by Corporate Knights,
considered the benchmark for corporate
sustainability.
Companies in this list represent the
top 1% in the world on sustainability
performance.
In the 2021 list, 46 of the most
sustainable corporations are based in
Europe, 33 in North America, 18 in
Asia, two in South America and one is
in Africa.
While companies in Europe and
North America are leading the way in
adopting sustainability practices, Asian
companies are catching up.
Notably, sustainability reporting is
gathering momentum among the top
companies in Malaysia.
According to KPMG’s International
Survey of Sustainability Reporting

2020, 99 or the top 100 companies in
Malaysia publish sustainability reports,
just behind Japan (100) and ahead of
India, Taiwan and Australia.
They also found that 97 of the top
100 companies in Malaysia included
sustainability information in their annual
reports.
In a statement detailing the findings,
published in The Edge Markets, Kasturi
Nathan, Head of Governance and
Sustainability at KPMG in Malaysia,
said, “In fact, we’ve observed a
growing understanding amongst
Malaysian boards and companies
on the importance of operating in a
responsible manner and the impact of
ESG issues on society and economic
sustainability which directly correlates
to long-term financial performance and
corporate value.”
However, Kasturi noted that there were
still many areas to improve on.
“For instance, the management of
environmental matters such as water,
waste, energy, air and GHG emissions
is often viewed as compliance against
environmental regulations. These matters
are not integrated into strategy and
business operations, nor identified
against risks and opportunities and
measured for both input and output for
sustainable production and impact on
financial implications,” she said.
“The first step to address this lack is for
companies to analyse to what extent
their supply chains are highly dependent
on nature and ecosystem services,” she
added.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT & RECYCLING:

DYNAMICS IN THE
EVOLUTION OF THE
ADOPTION OF WASTE
MANAGEMENT
POLICIES
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F

or decades, many businesses in
Malaysia have taken the linear
economy approach of “take, make,
and waste” without giving a second
thought to its impact on people and
the planet.
However, climate change and
environmental degradation in recent
years have pushed businesses to rethink
their impracticable approach, with
some now undertaking the sustainably
feasible “take, make, and reuse”
method instead.
A key approach to sustainable
development is waste management
which includes five critical steps namely
reuse, reduce, recycling, treatment and
disposal. Unfortunately, over the years,
only the last step has been actively
practised throughout Malaysia and
many other parts of the world.
“The current practice of waste
management sees concessionaires
moving all the waste and rubbish
collected to landfills, but do bear in
mind that as the country grows and the
economy flourishes, we cannot keep
depending on landfills as a means to
dispose of waste, as the availability of
land is dwindling and the cost is getting
higher, and let’s not forget that landfills
have a long-term detrimental effect
on the environment,” said Alam Flora
Environmental Solutions (AFES) Chief
Operating Officer Nazar Abdul Raof
in an interview with The Edge earlier
this year.
Circle Economy’s recent Circularity Gap
Report 2021 stated that 100 billion
tonnes of materials enter the global
economy, but only 8.6% is cycled back
into the economy. This percentage
needs to be increased to 17% in order
to keep the world a livable place,
and that is where organisations such
as AFES, a subsidiary of Alam Flora
Sdn Bhd, steps in to do its part for the
global circular economy.
Circular economy is a concept
introduced by British environmentalist
David Pearce in the early 90s, and
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, a
proponent of the idea, states that
“circular economy is based on the
principles of designing out waste
and pollution, keeping products and
materials in use, and regenerating
natural systems.”
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This approach prioritises material
recovery at the end of a product life
cycle, channeling resources back into
production and therefore eliminating
waste altogether.
Data from the Malaysian Solid Waste
Management and Public Cleansing
Corporation (SWCorp), collected
from January to November in 2018,
indicated the national recycling rate at
0.06% with 3 million tonnes of waste
collected in that period.
Proactively, Malaysia has since then
taken several initiatives to enhance
solid waste management and ultimately
reduce landfill waste.
“If we consider solid waste as a useful
raw material, if processed well, it can
give good returns. Among the final
products we get are methane gas,
compost and some other materials,
depending on the composition of
the waste,” said Universiti Malaysia
Kelantan Faculty of Biochemistry and
Technology lecturer Associate Professor
Dr Wan Mohd Faizal Wan Ishak in an
interview with the News Straits Times
last year.
Dr Wan Mohd Faizal believes that
the Malaysia National Solid Waste
Management Policy needs to be
improved as the waste segregation
campaign has not shown favourable
results since implementation.
“There is no point in isolating at the
source if all the rubbish is eventually
dumped in the same place, without
making choices for its disposal,” he
said in the interview, suggesting radical
changes to Malaysia’s solid waste
management methods.
He suggested the financially feasible
biotechnology to process solid waste,
as well as for solid waste management
to be implemented in all housing
estates and villages with necessary
infrastructure provided.
“The resulting compost can be used
for agriculture with minor addition of
minerals such as nitrogen, phosphorus
and potassium according to the
suitability of the crop. It is a simple, fast
and secure process which brings many
benefits at a very low cost,” he added.
Besides efforts to reduce consumer
and household waste, the Government

also focuses on businesses to reduce
commercial waste generated from
manufacturing activities. Targeted
incentives are provided to companies
that practise activities namely recycling
of waste such as toxic and non-toxic
waste; chemicals and reclaimed rubber.
Companies undertaking these initiatives
can be considered for 70% income tax
exemptions under Pioneer Status for the
period of five years, or Investment Tax
Allowance of 60% on the qualifying
capital expenditure within a period of
five years.
As of December 2018, a total of 313
recycling projects with total investments
worth RM7.6 billion were approved,
mostly from the rubber products industry
followed by basic metal products and
plastic products.
The Waste Eco Park (WEP) incentive
was introduced as part of Budget
2016 to encourage the centralisation
of various recycling companies from
various industries in the same locations.
This was a necessary move to ensure
a circular approach towards waste
management and a step closer to zero
waste production.
Companies developing the WEP with a
minimum investment of RM50 million are
eligible for a 70% income tax exemption
on income derived from the rental of
buildings, fees received from the usage
of waste collection and separation
facility, and wastewater treatment facility
located in WEP from year assessment
2016 until 2025.
The Malaysian Government has
made the practice of proper waste
management attractive for businesses
with various incentives to employers,
but it is also crucial that it is embraced
beyond the obvious benefit of preserving
our ecosystem.
Reducing and reusing not only diverts
waste from landfill but also significantly
reduces the cost of new materials needed
for future use or upcoming projects.
Based on the rapid urbanisation of our
nation, challenges of the future may
possibly revolve around sustainability
and waste management, so it is only
prudent that Malaysians “take, make,
reuse and reuse again” for their own
good.
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HOW
CUTTING-EDGE
DEVELOPMENT IN
MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES IS
HERE TO STAY
T

he manufacturing sector in
Malaysia is racing to embrace new
technologies in anticipation of the
Industrial Revolution 4.0 (IR 4.0), with
many businesses exploring big data
analytics, 3D-printing, Cloud computing,
Internet of Things (IoT) to keep up with
the demands.
Building a cyber-ecosystem leveraging
on the latest innovation technology has
to offer, manufacturing businesses are
investing in cutting-edge development
in digitisation and automation of
manufacturing processes.

increase throughput and reduce the cost
of supplies. Easy access and distribution
of data will allow manufacturers to make
decisions effectively, as well as be agile
in predicting and reacting to customers’
demands, and adapt accordingly to
crisis and trends.
Cloud computing allows almost an
unlimited amount of data to be stored in
the system, giving manufacturers access
to a detailed database of their products,
processes and more importantly, easy
access.

Smart factories prepare manufacturers
entering the IR4.0 as they are capable
of analysing large amounts of data in
real-time, as well as providing tools for
performing predictive maintenance in
order to minimise equipment downtime.

According to the Malaysia External
Trade Development Corporation
(MATRADE) and the Department
of Statistics Malaysia (DOSM),
manufacturing accounted for over 80%
of all exports and 23% of the GDP in
2019.

Productivity and quality will generally
increase as AI-powered insight
will replace mistake-prone manual
inspection. This in turn, can save
employers a lot of money and time.
Machine learning algorithms will also
help manufacturers decrease downtime,

However, despite the large number,
many manufacturing businesses are
struggling to fully adopt IR4.0 resulting
in Malaysia’s reported slow embrace of
digital transformation compared to its
APAC counterparts such as Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam.
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Some of the challenges faced by
the manufacturing businesses in
implementing IR4.0 include lack
of capabilities; lack of skill set;
incompatible infrastructure due to their
legacy system; and little to no data
security. However, these should not be
used as limitations from exploring the
possibilities of digital transformation.
Companies that are not ready for
IR4.0 are best left first implementing
lean manufacturing as well as the
five “S” – Sort, Set in order, Shine,
Standardise and Sustain – to improve
the business process before undertaking
the endeavour that is possibly financially
consuming.
In an interview with The Edge Markets,
Asean technology consulting leader
at Ernst & Young (EY), Tan Boon Yow
said that the COVID-19 pandemic has
spurred further technology innovation
and adoption, with demands for
contactless technology changing the
business world.
According to EY’s COVID-19: Business
Impact Survey, over a third of Malaysian
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companies are taking measures to
expand or upgrade their technology
capabilities during these times as the
pandemic has pushed manufacturers to
rethink their IR4.0 adoption stance.
“Manufacturers, especially the SMEs,
were slow to invest in digitalisation
before the crisis. The digital imperative
has now been augmented and
accelerated by the sudden impact of
COVID-19,” he said.
For SME-owners still on the fence
regarding the digitalisation of their
businesses, the Government has
allocated RM1 billion in Budget
2021 to the Industrial Digitalisation
Transformation Scheme to boost
digitalisation activities and is available
until December 31, 2023. An
additional fund amounting to RM150
million in support of automation and
modernisation is provided as part of the
SME Digitalisation Grant Scheme and
the Automation Grant.
In an interview with The Edge Markets,
Microsoft Malaysia Small Medium
and Corporate Group Director Azizah

Ali advised SMEs to “reimagine how
digitisation can propel their business
recovery, transform their business and
accelerate growth.”
“While the words ‘digitalisation’
and ‘technology’ may be broad and
confusing at times for SMEs, the core
guiding principles for SMEs are to
empower their employees to be more
efficient in working remotely, reach
and engage their customers better,
lower operational costs and increase
efficiency as well as push for product
innovation. Within these principles,
SMEs can prioritise and narrow down
their investment to start with the one with
the highest impact,” added Azizah.
It is vital that manufacturers are aligned
with the market demands, and in this
case, the digitalisation of the industry.
The Malaysian Government, industry
players and other relevant stakeholders
must collaborate to ensure that
manufacturers understand, and embrace
the idea of digital transformation,
moving boldly forward to enhance their
business.
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COVID-19:

HUMAN
RESOURCES &
OVERCOMING
WORK
CHALLENGES
Human resource teams must adapt
newer training methods and digital
strategies amid the global health crisis

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has changed our lives - from
how we socially distance ourselves from others to wearing
a must-have mask as a new addition to our wardrobe.

It has also seen a paradigm shift in how employees are
working remotely to flatten the COVID-19 curve.
Malaysia recently underwent its third movement control
order in the wake of the rising COVID-19 infections. For the
time being, during Phase 1 of the total lockdown imposed
following the rapid spike in positive cases, only businesses
in the essential economic and services sectors are allowed
to operate.
Amid the many challenges posed by the pandemic, human
resources (HR) have adapted their work strategies to ensure
business operations run smoothly during these uncertain times.
It includes streamlining newer crisis management models,
viable hybrid working policies, and the use of digital
technology to stay connected with staff and customers.
On top of this, the HR team must keep staff motivated,
engaged and connected to ensure business continuity runs
like clockwork.
It is undeniable that HR has become one of the most critical
departments during the global health crisis.

Industrial relations/human resources consultancy firm HR
on Demand General Manager (Operations and Client
Services) Devan Paranjothy said the pandemic has resulted
in newer challenges in a sudden shift in work culture for HR
practitioners.
These executives must navigate staffing demands and
interpret new regulations. Along the way, they must work in
tandem with business heads while boosting staff morale and
configuring work from home workflows.
“HR professionals are required to be Humane (Caring)
Resource providers during the pandemic. They are required
to create business continuity plans, drafting emergency
communication procedures, and preventing the spread of
germs in the office,” explained Devan in an email interview
from Seremban recently.
For operations to run smoothly, Devan added that it is vital to
provide employees with advice and the tools necessary to get
through the business disruption.
“It is critical to have daily stand-up meetings where managers
discuss work priorities per day for the team. Communicate
with team members and find out if any blockers are
preventing the execution of their work.
“Allow room for flexibility, and empower managers to make
decisions concerning their teams as it is too difficult to have a
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Given the new working trends, HR
practitioners must implement new
methods to recalibrate key performance
indicators (KPI) based on business
outcomes, teamwork and collaboration.
4. VIRTUAL LEARNING
Upskilling the manufacturing force
is important because it can improve
employee engagement and attract new
talent. During the pandemic, factories
have lessened training sessions due to
social distancing concerns. While it
can be a struggle to ensure employees
have the skills necessary, HR teams
should take advantage of online
training sessions to navigate staff in
an increasingly digitised workplace.
Many online webinars on courses like
environmental health and safety, soft
skills, and information technology cater
to employees in the manufacturing
sector.
5. MANAGING EMPLOYEES
WELLBEING

policy for everything that has changed
over the past few weeks.”
Here are some challenges and solutions
for navigating through a post COVID-19
landscape.
1. M
 ONITORING COVID-19
UPDATES
Since the first MCO, there have
been rapid changes of information,
policies and newer regulations from
the government. HR must monitor
updates from governing agencies and
leading associations, and quickly pass
on the news to employees. Prompt
communication is essential in specific
sectors like food processing and
manufacturing, where failure to do so
can result in hefty penalties.
2. H
 EALTH AND SAFETY
PROTOCOLS
Malaysia plays a vital role in the
international supply chain, exporting
various items like agricultural

produce, petroleum to semiconductors
components. The biggest challenge is
for companies to stay resilient and keep
operations ongoing amid the pandemic.
To ensure manufacturing and industrial
operations do not face disruptions due
to COVID-19 outbreaks, HR practitioners
must ensure preventive health measures
are in place. Prepare intranet updates
about the pandemic (SOP, management
guidelines, screening tests and
vaccination information) to ensure no
employee is left in the dark.
3. WORK PRODUCTIVITY
Due to the pandemic, HR practitioners
are kept on their toes to ascertain the
best remote working conditions that suit
their company’s policies. While hybrid
working and virtual meetings are the
future, it remains a challenge for bosses
to keep track of employee’s productivity
who are working from home (WFH).
There is the option of adopting remote
monitoring software to keep track of
employees’ activity and productivity.

Many individuals are finding it difficult
to cope with the economic downturn
related to the pandemic. The Health
Ministry reported till November 11
last year, 37,009 calls were made to
helplines where over half were calls
seeking emotional and psychological
support during the global health crisis.
The pandemic has brought the
employees’ mental problems to the
front seat, where HR practitioners
have become the frontliners. HR staff
must work swiftly to develop wellness
programmes (health screenings,
incentives and behaviour change
interventions) to help employees
overcome issues. Be transparent with
company rules to tackle the problems
at stake.
The global health crisis has resulted
in many unprecedented changes in
many manufacturing organisations.
As companies try to embrace the
‘new normal’, HR practitioners need
to tap into the company’s collective
intelligence, emphasise company
values, and foster a trust culture among
employees.
To be truly effective during the postpandemic, HR teams must adjust and
develop a new core capability or
competency: a complexity mindset to
navigate the pandemic.
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HQ
Insight into the National AEO scheme
Company representatives were provided with a better understanding of the National Authorised Economic Operator (AEO)
scheme during the FMM Budget 2021 Webinar, Series 2, held on January 26.
Titled “National Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) – Facilitating Green Lane Customs and Permit Clearance”, the webinar
was attended by 54 participants who were also given the opportunity to address issues and concerns relating to the utilisation
of the facility.
FMM Vice President Datuk Noraini Soltan delivered the welcome remarks, which were followed by an overview of the AEO by
the Royal Malaysian Customs Department (RMCD) Head of Modernisation Unit Asha Raman Menon.
Royal Malaysian Customs Department (RMCD) Head of AEO Unit Tuan Salleh Samuri also spoke during the webinar, on the
topic of widening the scope to apply for the AEO.

Webinar on Investment Opportunities
FMM co-organised an informative webinar with the British
Malaysian Chamber of Commerce (BMCC) on March 16,
on the topic “EU-Exit Trade & Investment Opportunities for
Malaysian Companies and Conversion from Conformitè
Europëenne (CE) Mark to United Kingdom Conformity
Assessed (UKCA)”.

Bakar, British Standards Institution’s (BSI) Group Product
Certification Director Shahm Barhom, BSI’s Group’s Medical
Devices Director Gary Slack and British Malaysian Society
International Trade Group Chair David Stringer-Lamarre.

Over 70 participants from 36 companies attended the
session, which aimed at helping members understand the
trade and investment opportunities for Malaysian companies,
as well as ensuring they avoid costly mistakes in ensuring
the smooth conversion from CE to UKCA with confirmed
speakers from British Standard Institution, the national
standards body of the United Kingdom.
FMM President Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai delivered the
welcome address, which was followed by opening remarks
by BMCC CEO Jennifer Lopez. British High Commissioner
to Malaysia H.E. Charles Hay MVO delivered the keynote
address.
The session was moderated by FMM Council Member
Karen Young, with a panel made up of MATRADE Senior
Director of Export Promotion & Market Access Division Abu

FMM President, YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai delivered the
Welcome Remarks at the FMM-BMCC Webinar on EU-EXIT: Trade &
Investment Opportunities for Malaysian Companies and Conversion
from CE Mark to UKCA held on March 16, 2021.

Navigating the RCEP
For a deeper understanding of the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) agreement, FMM kicked
off a webinar series, beginning with the first session,
“Understanding RCEP Chapters on Small & Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) and Economic & Technical Cooperation
(ECOTECH)”.
Group photo of the speakers at the FMM Webinar on Navigating
the RCEP Series 1: Understanding RCEP Chapters on SMEs and
ECOTECH on March 26, 2021.

Held on March 26 and attended by over 100 participants
from 51 companies, FMM Vice-President Datuk Noraini Soltan
delivered her welcome remarks, followed by a presentation
by MITI’s Abdul Aziz, SME Corp’s Amrul Nazri and Asian
Trade Centre’s Dr Deborah Elms. The session was moderated
by FMM Council member Dr Helena Eian.
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HQ
All about Audits
Due to the recent increase in audits being carried
out by the Royal Malaysian Customs Department
(RMCD) on customs-related taxes to detect noncompliance, FMM organised a webinar titled,
“Preparing for Customs Audits and Investigations:
Minimising Risk & Avoiding Tax Pitfalls”, on
March 30.
Led by Deloitte Malaysia Executive Director Tan
Eng Yew, the aim of the web session, attended
by 124 participants, was to assist members in
understanding the type and scope of the Customs
Audits and investigations. It is hoped this will help
to better prepare businesses to minimise risk and
avoid the potential tax liabilities.

Group photo of the speakers at the FMM Webinar on Preparing for Customs Audits
and Investigations: Minimising Risk & Avoiding Tax Pitfalls on March 30, 2021.

SME Bank connects with FMM Members
A dedicated engagement session to highlight the bank’s latest
and existing financing facilities for SMEs, the “SME Bank Let’s
Engage with FMM members” held a session on March 25,
attended by 38 participants.
The event focused on the topic “High Tech Facility – National
Investment Aspirations (HTF-NIA)”, announced during Budget
2021, which aims at supporting high-tech and innovationdriven SMEs affected by COVID-19. Also discussed during
the sessions were SME Bank’s latest financial facilities which
will help SMEs recover and regain business sustainability, and
SME Bank’s contact points.
Group photo of the speakers at the FMM-MyIPO Webinar
on Technology Transfer for Industry & Academia: Promoting
Intellectual Property (IP) Commercialisation from Lab to the Market
on April 8, 2021.

Led by SME Bank Regional Director (Central) Zulkarnain
Othman, opening remarks were delivered by Ir Ter Leong
Leng, FMM Council Member & Chairman, SMI, Youth &
Entrepreneurship Committee (SYEC).

Importance of IP Commercialisation
Co-organised with the Intellectual Property Corporation
of Malaysia (MyIPO), FMM held an insightful webinar
for 514 attendees which focused on the importance of IP
commercialisation and how can manufacturers can benefit
from it.
Titled “Technology Transfer for Industry & Academia:
Promoting Intellectual Property (IP) Commercialisation from
Lab to the Market”, the April 8 webinar saw FMM Council
Member & Chairman of FMM Branding & Intellectual Property
Working Committee, Dr Helena Eian Yeut Lan delivering the
welcome remarks, followed by a presentation by Intellectual
Property Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO) Assistant Director
Azri Roslan.
Also delivering their insights at the session were Universiti
Putra Malaysia Putra Science Park Deputy Director (Innovation
Promotion & Commercialisation) Assoc Prof Dr Wan
Nurhayati Wan Ab. Rahman and Malaysian Vaccines and
Pharmaceuticals Sdn Bhd Executive Director Rashidah Ibrahim.

Group photo of the Webinar on “SME Bank Let’s Engage with FMM
members”, on March 25, 2021.
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HQ
Prime Minister’s Hibiscus Award
2019/2020 Virtual Award Night
The Prime Minister’s Hibiscus Award
(PMHA) 2019/2020 winners were
announced on February 25, 2021, in
a virtual award ceremony broadcasted
live via the Prime Minister’s Hibiscus
Award official Facebook page.
The ceremony was officiated by the
Prime Minister, Tan Sri Dato’ Haji
Muhyiddin Mohd Yassin.
During the event, the Prime Minister
called on industries in Malaysia to
be environmental-friendly and to
adopt a sustainable consumption and
production approach as the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic and new norms
have added new environmental issues
requiring the concerted effort from all
stakeholders to improve and facilitate
sustainable living.
In terms of legislation, the Government
would be reviewing the compounds
and penalties under the Environmental
Quality Act 1974 so that stern action
could be taken against irresponsible
acts such as illegal dumping, which
caused frequent water disruptions
in 2020, affecting households and
businesses.
The Prime Minister also noted that
Budget 2021 provided a number of
allocations under the fourth strategy of
Ensuring Resource Sustainability, aimed
at positively influencing environmental
decisions in line with Sustainable
Development Goals, including the
Green Technology Financing Scheme
3.0 with RM2bil in funding for two
years until 2022.
IOI Pan Century Oleochemicals
Sdn Bhd (Pasir Gudang Johor)
emerged as the top winner for PMHA
2019/2020 cycle and was awarded
the Challenge Trophy. IOI Pan Century
Oleochemicals and 5 other companies
achieved the Excellent Achievement in
this cycle, the highest number awarded
out of 72 private sector companies that
participated in the cycle, which was
also the highest in the history of the
award.
Given the challenges posed by the
pandemic and the movement control
order, PMHA also reached another
milestone by embarking on remote

assessment processes. The PMHA recipients were accorded recognition based
on their environmental performance and commitment in the following categories:
Notable Achievement, Exceptional Achievement, and Excellent Achievement. SME
Special Award was presented to the overall best performing SME participant and the
State Award to companies that achieved the highest score in the respective State that
sponsored the State Award. The current PMHA cycle 2019/2020 received support
from five states, namely, Selangor, Melaka, Johor, Negeri Sembilan and Penang.
FMM congratulates the following members for their achievements in PMHA
2019/2020:
Company

Award Category

IOI Pan Century Oleochemicals Sdn Bhd

Challenge Trophy Winner, Excellent
Achievement & Johor Award

Hengyuan Refining Company Berhad

Excellent Achievement & Negeri
Sembilan Award

Press Metal Bintulu Sdn Bhd

Exceptional Achievement

F&N Dairies Manufacturing Sdn Bhd

Exceptional Achievement & Selangor
Award

Intel Technology Sdn Bhd

Exceptional Achievement & Pulau
Pinang Award

Allnex Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Notable Achievement

Top Glove Sdn Bhd

Notable Achievement

Micron Semiconductor Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Notable Achievement

Kerry Ingredients (M) Sdn Bhd (Shah Alam) Notable Achievement
Polyparts Sdn Bhd

Notable Achievement

Edsha Solutions Sdn Bhd

Notable Achievement

Heraeus Materials (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

Notable Achievement

Sunpower Malaysia Manufacturing Sdn
Bhd

Notable Achievement

ToroZ BioayZia Sdn Bhd

Notable Achievement

The PMHA, first launched in 1996, is jointly organised by Malaysia’s leading nonprofit organisations which are concerned with corporate environmental management
and performance. They are Environmental Management & Research Association
of Malaysia (ENSEARCH), Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) and
Malaysian International Chamber of Commerce & Industry (MICCI).
The Award is endorsed by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
(MNRE), Malaysia and supported by the Department of Environment (DOE) and the
private sector.
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KEDAH/PERLIS
Guidance on Act 446 for safer accommodation
FMM Kedah organised a Zoom briefing on procedures for
the newly amended Act 446. Alor Setar’s Jabatan Tenaga
Kerja (JTK) Assistant Director Norulaskin Mustafa served as
guest speaker at the meeting, held on January 21, 2021. The
meeting, attended by six companies, focused on the overall
initiative in implementing Act 446 and steps in submitting the
Certificate of Accommodation application.

Members of IPMC Sungai Petani presenting the CSR donation to
ACP Adzli.

For a good cause

Norulaskin Mustafa, Assistant Director of Jabatan Tenaga Kerja Alor
Setar shared her presentation via Zoom.

12 FMM member companies showed their generosity when
they presented dry food items and mineral water worth RM
25,000 to PDRM frontliners. The project - IPMC Sungai
Petani: CSR Donation For PDRM Kuala Muda Frontliners took place on February 10, 2021. Branch Vice-Chairman
Ng Lai Choon handed the items to Kuala Muda Police Chief
ACP Adzli Abu Shah.

Seminar on effectively managing a remote
workforce
The spike in COVID-19 cases in Malaysia has resulted in
thousands of employees working remotely to flatten the curve.
On January 22, 2021, FMM Kedah/Perlis organised an
online seminar for members to have a better understanding of
work from home (WFH) policies. Ministry of Human Resources
Senior Assistant Director Noorul Jannah Asaadudin briefed
participants from eight companies on WFH guidelines.

Participants who participated in the FMM Webinar on Coping with
COVID-19 MYSuppport on February 18, 2021.

Coping with the pandemic

Noorul Jannah Asaadudin, Senior Assistant Director of Labour at
Ministry of Human Resources, successfully briefed and attended to
inquiries from the FMM members Kedah/Perlis Branch.

The pandemic has caused industry players to change their
business strategies dramatically. On February 18, 2021,
FMM organised a webinar for 17 members to update
proper guidelines and the latest information from government
bodies. DOSH Malaysia Policy, International and Research
Development Division officer Muhammad Shah Ab Rahim
chaired the e-seminar. Also in attendance were Health
Ministry’s Public Health Unit officer Dr Nur Haryanie,
Majlis Keselamatan Negara (Kedah) Director Mohd
Zawawi Zakaria, Putrajaya SOCSO officer Nor Azira and
Schaefer Kalk (M) Safety, Health and Environment Manager
Mohammad Nurzaihan.
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PENANG
Curbing the spread of COVID-19
The FMM Penang Webinar: Updates on COVID-19
Management and Home Isolation for Industrial Players
discussed the importance of enhancing the Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) to eliminate the spread of
COVID-19.
The event was held on February 10, 2021 via Zoom and
had 379 participants including FMM Penang Chairman
Dato’ Jimmy Ong; Trade, Industry and Entrepreneurial
Development EXCO Dato’ Haji Abdul Halim and Penang
State Health Department Deputy Director of Public Health
Division Dr Marina Kamaruddin.
Speakers, Penang State Health Department SPS District
Officer Dr Chow Sze Loon and Penang Hospital Emergency
Department Consultant Physician Dr Teo Aik Howe, discussed
the procedures of setting up effective Quarantine Procedures
by the affected industries as well as why understanding the
viral load is important to determine the accuracy of testing
and the infectiousness of the virus.

A webinar to educate members on the fundamentals of trade finance.

Understanding Trade Finance
Companies use trade finance instruments to manage risks
when exporting and importing goods internationally. It is
important to ensure that cross-border business is protected
against late payment, delayed delivery, geo-political instability
and more.
To help understand this topic better, Trade Advisor Jimmy
Phua Poh Seng conducted the Fundamental of Trade Finance
– A Beginner’s Guide webinar on March 17, 2021 which
highlighted the mechanics and characteristics of the different
types of international trade practiced by Importers and
Exporters.

During the webinar, the importance of enhancing SOPs was discussed.

Doing right by the employees
The Employment Act is a fundamental law which provides
minimum terms of employment to those recognised as
employees under the Act, and was the main topic discussed at
the Basic Employment Act 1955 For Beginners Webinar.
Held on March 4, 2021, the webinar had 13 participants
and was conducted by FMM HR/IR Advisor K. Kesavan, who

Screenshots of the Basic Employment Act 1955 for Beginners Webinar.

Participants had a clearer understanding of the payment terms
used in Sales and Purchase trade contracts from open account
to confirmed letters of credit, as well as how to use trade
finance facilities to improve competitive edge by optimising
profits from transactions, to better manage cash flow and
expand business.

shared the importance of understanding and compliance
of labour law to enhance good employer/employee
relationships.
He added that industrial harmony is crucial for employers
to achieve the standard of production expected of the
employees, as well as to boost performance and productivity
level all-around.
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PERAK
Courtesy visit by Director of MIDA Perak
The new Director of MIDA Perak, Mohd Fairuz Iqbal paid a visit to FMM Perak on March 5, 2021 to foster good relationship
between the two organisations.
Branch Chairman Tan Seow Heng, and Vice Chairmen Chua Kay Lin, Edmund Wong and Mark Chan were also in presence to
discuss several current matters affecting the members.
Some of the topics include efficiency issues pertaining to project implementation in the state, the Fukuoka Twin Cities in Ipoh,
the Industrial Linkage Programme (ILP) as well as the shutdown of Silverstone Berhad’s manufacturing plant in Perak.
Also of interest were the employment opportunities of former drug addicts, ex-convicts or parolees within Perak.

Courtesy visit by Director of MIDA Perak, Mohd Fairuz (2nd from left) was well received by FMM Perak Chairman (middle), Tan Seow Heng and
FMM Perak Vice Chairman, Chua Kay Lin (3rd from left), Edmund Wong (3rd from right) and Mark Chan (2nd from right).
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SELANGOR & KUALA LUMPUR
Building stronger bridges
On March 15, 2021, FMM Selangor & Kuala
Lumpur Branch Chairman Jacob Lee organised
a lunch meeting with MIDA Selangor at Bei
Ping Restaurant in Shah Alam. The luncheon’s
objective was to foster a closer relationship and
exchange views relating to investments and
industries. There was also an agreement to work
together on programmes that would benefit FMM
members in Selangor.
Also in attendance were Branch Vice-Chairman
Michelle Hah, Mag Ng and MIDA Selangor
director Noor Aini Samoon.

From left: Michelle Hah, Branch Vice-Chairman; Jacob Lee, Branch Chairman; Noor
Aini Samoon, Director of MIDA Selangor; and Mag Ng, Branch Vice-Chairman.

United we stand
On March 30, 2021 Branch Chairman
Jacob Lee met with Selangor State Executive
Councillor for Investment, Industry & Commerce
and SME Dato' Teng Chang Khim to discuss
updates on investments and industries. At the
discussion, the Branch Chairman proposed
solutions relating to compliance with the
Employees’ Minimum Standards of Housing,
Accommodations and Amenities (Amendment)
Act 2019 (Act 446).
From left: Mag Ng, Branch Vice-Chairman; Dato' Teng Chang Khim, Selangor State
Executive Councillor; Jacob Lee, Branch Chairman; Michelle Hah, Branch ViceChairman; Richard Peh, Chairman of Branch SMI Working Committee.

He also raised issues regarding a recent
scheduled water interruption and delays in
business licence approvals. The meeting took
place at Concorde Hotel in Shah Alam.

Building the future
Majlis Daerah Hulu Selangor (MDHS) Industrial Park
Management Committee was held on April 2, 2021. The
meeting was chaired by MDHS Yang DiPertua Dr Mohd Azhar
Mohamed Ali.
Hulu Selangor Regional Committee Branch Chairman Dato
Kevin Lai presented the book on the joint study of industrial
parks in Selangor to Dr Mohd Azhar, who was appointed as
the Yang DiPertua (YDP) of MDHS in August 2020.
Jacob Lee, Branch Chairman with representatives from Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office in Malaysia; and TIAM.

Together we succeed
Branch Chairman Jacob Lee organised a luncheon at Extra
Super Tanker Restaurant in Petaling Jaya with Taipei Economic
and Cultural Office in Malaysia and Taipei Investors’
Association in Malaysia. The purpose of the meeting, held
on April 1, 2021, was to forge deeper ties and share
latest developments related to Taiwanese investments and
manufacturing operations in Selangor.

Dato’ Kevin Lai, Chairman of Hulu Selangor Regional Committee
handing a book on the joint study of industrial parks in Selangor to
Dr Mohd Azhar, Yang DiPertua (YDP) of MDHS.
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NEGERI SEMBILAN
Conserve energy, achieve synergy
FMM Negeri Sembilan’s Seminar on Energy Efficiency, Audit and Conservation was held on March 24, 2021 at Palm Seremban
Hotel, Seremban. It was aimed at educating participants on energy conservation in manufacturing plants. In the one-day seminar,
participants also learned a few sustainability systems to reduce the amount of energy input. SIRIM Berhad’s Industrial Centre of
Innovation in Energy Management, Energy Efficiency Group Head Ir Kasim Ahmad led the seminar.

Trainer Ir Kasim led the session on energy conservation in manufacturing plants.

Trainer Ir Kasim engaging with participants during the session.
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MELAKA
Updates on Unifi’s connectivity at industrial zones
On March 4, 2021, FMM Melaka Chairman Jimmy Ong met TM State General Manager Ir Ramlan Omar for updates on Unifi’s
connectivity infrastructure in industrial estates across the state.

Jimmy Ong, Branch Chairman handing over a souvenir to Ir Ramlan, General Manager, TM Melaka.

Guide to the bill of lading and shipment documents
A webinar on Managing the Bill of Lading in Shipping and
Logistics took place on March 18, 2021. Freight and logistics
consultant Stephen Kum explained the importance of the Bill of
Lading and how this legal document can protect the shipper’s
rights to carriers. 13 participants from 10 companies attended
the e-seminar.

Forum on sexual harassment and payment wages
cases
A Human Resources/Industrial Relations (HRIR) e-forum took
place on March 24, 2021 to update members on the latest
Industrial Relations court cases on sexual harassment and
wages on public holidays. HRIR advisor Heng Poh Suan
chaired the Zoom forum, which 27 participants from 20
companies attended.

Briefing on economic recovery initiative
Twenty two participants from 15 companies attended FMM Melaka’s Penjana Kerjaya 2.0 briefing on March 25, 2021. The
Zoom meeting was aimed at creating awareness on the importance of expanding coverage for Human Resource Development
Corporation (HRDF), MyFutureJob portal and Penjana Kerjaya grants. SOCSO Employment Services Officer Nur Nabil Fikri and
HRDF Grant Officer (Melaka and Negeri Sembilan) Romeza Ipap conducted the briefing. They also focused on ways to support
homegrown social enterprises and social innovation.
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JOHOR
COVID-19: Health and safety in the workplace
Twenty participants from FMM Johor attended an online meeting - Virtual Business Opportunity Networking With FMM New
Members - on March 3, 2021. During the online meeting, Hospital Sultanah Aminah’s neurosurgical department’s medical
officer Dr Koh Yee Soon provided the latest state updates on the COVID-19 pandemic. Dr Koh also shared safety measures
on keeping safe during the global health crisis. FMM Johor Vice Chairman and Chairman of FMM Johor Membership SubCommittee Gerard R. Sankar led the online meeting.

Some of the participants of FMM Johor Virtual BON posing for a group shot.
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EASTERN
Providing humanitarian aid
FMM Eastern Chairman Ir Kua Jit How handed out contributions to frontliners from Malaysia Civil Defence Force (APM) Terengganu
and Kelantan on February 9, 2021. In attendance was APM Terengganu Deputy Director Mej (PA) Wan Ab Rahim and APM
Kelantan officer Mohd Redzuan.
Amlion Toothpaste Mfg Sdn Bhd, Top Glove Sdn Bhd, Teri Towel Manufacturing Sdn Bhd and Natural Batik Village contributed the
goodies, which included personal care items, sarung material and recycle bags.

Ir Kua Jit How presenting the donation bags to Mej (PA) Wan Ab Rahim and Mohd Redzuan.

Building better connections
On April 8, 2021, the Halal
Development Corporation (HDC)
representatives paid a courtesy
visit to FMM Eastern. Halal Parks
manager Mior Azman Mior Ahmad
met FMM Eastern Branch Head
Florance Gabriel and HDC Product,
Marketing and Promotions Manager
Eugene Chew to discuss production
facilities that could benefit FMM
Eastern members.
A group photograph after the discussion.

Supporting young talent
On April 15, 2021, FMM Eastern
Chairman Ir Kua Jit How welcomed
Universiti Malaysia Pahang’s Dean
of Industrial Innovation Assoc. Prof.
Dr Abdul Adam Abdullah and
Communications Director Ir Ts. Dr
Siti Zubaidah. Topics discussed were
possible collaborations on internship
training, hiring engineering graduates
and access to FMM seminars by
undergraduates. Present during the
online Zoom meeting were FMM
Penang Branch Committee Member
Matin Ng, and Mentor for branches,
Louis Gnanapragasam.

Assc. Prof. Dr Abdul Adam from UMP presenting Branch Chairman Ir Kua Jit How with a token
of appreciation.
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S A R AWA K
A fruitful meeting
FMM Sarawak Chairman Dato’ Sri Victor Hii Lu Thian had a productive meeting with Minister of Transport Sarawak YB Datuk Lee
Khim Shin to solve issues affecting manufacturers and transporters in the state.
Ministry of Transport Sarawak Permanent Secretary Datu Buckland Bangik was also present during the March 3, 2021 courtesy
call at which they also discussed a long-term solution of increasing the axle loading of the roads of Sarawak to be similar to that in
Peninsular Malaysia.
A request for the loading of lorries to be increased for routes from the sea ports to the industrial estates in Sarawak was also made
during the meet up.

Courtesy Call to YB Datuk Lee Kim Shin, Minister of Transport Sarawak (MOTS).

Brief on requirements

Cabotage policy in Sarawak

On February 2, 2021, UNIMAS University Industry
Centre Director Dr Dzulzalani Eden conducted a
Zoom meeting to brief FMM Institute Sarawak on the
requirements to participate in the KPT-PACE grant
through UNIMAS.

Minister of Transport Sarawak Datuk Lee Kim Shin headed an
online meeting during which they discussed the reinstatement of
the Cabotage Policy.

The FMM Institute will be proposing its Certificate in
Safety and Health Committee and Occupational Safety
and Health Coordinator (OSH-C) for this programme.

Held on March 3, 2021 the Meeting on Cabotage Policy in
Sarawak included 20 associations from which the Ministry
gathered feedback on the issue pertinent to the transport industry.
FMM Sarawak disagreed with the reinstatement of the Policy, and
cautioned that the Ministry should regulate the charges imposed
by the shipping liners should the Cabotage Policy be reinstated.
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Leading an internship programme
On February 23, 2021 representatives from FMM Sarawak and UNIMAS met with SOCSO Sarawak Director Philip Sangkan.
The meeting at Wisma Perkeso in Kuching was held to discuss the participation of SOCSO in the upcoming FMM/Unimas
Internship Programme.
FMM Sarawak and UNIMAS will be co-organising an internship matching programme for the Sarawak region where students
from the said university will be given opportunities to complete their job training with relevant industry players.
On the same day, FMM Sarawak and UNIMAS also visited the Deputy Director of Sarawak Labour Minister Sulaiman Ismail to
discuss JTK’s participation in the upcoming FMM/UNIMAS Internship programme.

Meeting with the Deputy Director of Sarawak Labour Department.

Creating a symbiotic relationship
The new MATRADE Sarawak Director Zamzuri Mohamed paid a
courtesy visit to FMM Sarawak branch on March 30, 2021.
He was received by FMM Sarawak Chairman Dato’ Sri Victor Hii Lu
Thian, followed by a discussion to look into potential collaboration
between the two organisations.

FMM Sarawak received Courtesy Call from the new Director of MATRADE Sarawak.
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SABAH
Fostering a great
relationship
On February 22, 2021,
seven FMM Sabah
members visited YB Datuk
Dr Joachim Gunsalam,
the Deputy Chief Minister
of Sabah cum Minister of
Industrial Development. The
meeting was held at Wisma
Kewangan in Kota Kinabalu.
Besides introducing the FMM
Sabah Branch to YB Datuk Dr
Joachim, the members took
the opportunity to discuss
several matters concerning
the manufacturing sector in
Sabah during the meeting.
Also discussed at the meeting
were the recommendations
on made-in Sabah products,
KKIP industrial land, labour
and logistics.

YB Datuk Dr Joachim Gunsalam (seated centre). Seated from left are James Ha Haw, Tseu Kei Yue, Tommy
Philip and Chong Kok Wee. Standing from right are Kelvin Hiew Vun Fon, Nicole Chan Keong Sii, Ho Shi
Yin, Datin Hjh Rozilah Abdullah and Dato’ Sri Lau Lee Chung.

A meeting to resolve issues
FMM Sabah paid a courtesy visit to Datuk Ir Melvin Disimond, the Chief Executive Officer of KKIP Sdn Bhd on March 31, 2021.
The visiting members introduced FMM Sabah to KKIP, and shared recommendations on the KKIP industrial land as well as
discussed several other issues pertinent to the industry.
Located north of the state capital, KKIP is a major industrial real estate in Sabah.

Group photo with Datuk Ir Melvin Disimond, CEO (sixth from left).
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ASK FMM
The company has provided
accommodation to the following
categories of employees in an apartment:
a. five office management employees whose
wages range from RM3,000.00 to RM5,000.00
per month;
b. ten production operators whose wages range
from RM1,500.00 to RM2,000.00 per month.

Q1.

Under the terms and conditions of service, each
employee needs to pay the company monthly
rental of RM80.00 per month by way of wages
deduction. Employer has obtained Certificate for
Accommodation under Act 446 from the Labour
Department in respect of the accommodation for the
ten production operators.
Upon auditing for ISO compliances, the auditor has
raised the following questions:
a) why there was no Certificate for Accommodation
under Act 446 obtained from the Labour
Department with respect to the five office
management staff; and
b) why the company did not obtain a written
permission from the Labour Department
for the deduction of wages for the rental of
accommodation for the employees.
Kindly explain to the auditor’s queries.
a. The five office management employees whose
wages range from RM3,000.00 to RM5,000.00
A1.
per month are not under the scope of Employment
Act 1955, therefore the they are not under the scope of Act
446 in which no Certificate for Accommodation under Act
446 is required.
b. There is no written permission for the deduction of rental
from wages is required from the Labour department
because:
i. the five office management employees are not under
the scope of Employment Act 1955; and
ii. even though the ten production operators whose
wages range from RM1,5000.00 to RM2,000.00
per month are under the scope of the Employment Act
1955, no written permission for deduction of rental
from the Labour Department is required because
the accommodation provided to the employees are
approved under Act 446 in which the employer
can deduct an employee’s wages for the rental of
accommodation provided subject to a maximum of
RM100.00. The company only deducted RM80.00
per month and such a deduction is permitted under Act
446, therefore the rental deduction that is authorised
by written law is allowed under Employment Act 1955,
without written permission from the Labour Department.

?

Due to the demand in production of
instant mee, the factory manager
decided to increase manpower in the
production line by employing more employees.
The factory manager has recruited four male
employees and six female employees. Before the
recruitment only male employees were employed
in the production line. Out of the four new male
employees, two are 17 years old. All employees
are required to work on three shift rotations, eight
hours per shift. Has the company contravened any
written law, please advise.

Q2.

Since employees are required to work on
rotation of three shifts it means the employees
are required to work afternoon and night shifts.
Since the company is an industrial undertaking and requires
female employees to work between 10.00pm and 5.00am,
the employer is required to obtain written permission from
the Labour Department under section 34 of the Act to allow
female employees to work between 10.00pm to 5.00am.
Since the company has not obtained such written permission
and the factory manager has allowed the female employee
to work within 10.00pm and 5.00am, thus the company has
contravened section 34 of the Employment Act 1955. The
employer is advised to apply for such permission from the
Labour Department immediately.

A2.

There are two male employees aged 17 years old; therefore,
they are young persons as defined under the Children and
Young Persons (Employment) Act 1966. Under the Act a
young person cannot be allowed to work more than seven
hours a day and to work within the hours 8.00 pm till 6.00
am. Since these two young persons are required to work 8
hours in one shift and work in the afternoon and night shift
thus the company has contravened section 6(1)(a) and 6(1)(c)
of the Children and Young Persons (Employment) Act 1966.
The employer is advised not to allow these two young persons
to work more than seven hours a day and work afternoon
and night shifts until they attain the age of 18 years old.
Company A headquarters is located in
the Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur
and has five branches throughout the
country, two in Johor and one each in Kedah,
Sabah and Sarawak respectively. The new
Managing Director issued a directive requiring all
the branches to standardise their public holidays
with the headquarter list, specifically, only 11
public holidays in one year and all branches
are required to follow the Federal Territory day
instead of the state Governor or Ruler’s Birthday.
Kindly advise.

Q3.

A3.

For branches in Johor and Kedah, if the
employees are already entitled to 11 days in
one year, then there is no issue on the number
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of days in a year. However, if the employees in these two
branches already enjoy more than 11 days of public holiday
under their contract of service, such changes are not allowed.
Branches in Johor and Kedah are required to observe the
Sultan’s Birthday and not Federal Territory day because the
employee works solely in the state as required under section
60D(1)(a)(iii) of Employment Act 1955.
Employment Act 1955 is not applicable to the state of Sabah
and Sarawak. For branches in Sabah and Sarawak, the
Sabah Labour Ordinance and the Sarawak Labour Ordinance
is applicable to these two states respectively. Under the Sabah
Labour Ordinance, employees are entitled to 14 state gazetted
public holidays and under Sarawak Labour Ordinance
employees are entitled to 16 state gazetted public holidays.
The Federal Territory day provided under the Employment Act
1955 is not applicable to Sabah and Sarawak, for these two
states employers are required to observe the State Governor’s
Birthday respectively.
The Manager Director is advised to retract his directive.
Employee G, a production operator,
has been in employment for six years.
The company has no panel doctor. His
monthly salary is RM1800 per month and his
working hours are from 8.30am to 5.30pm. One
weekend he went back to his kampung and did
not turn up for work the following week, from
Monday to Wednesday, but he called his superior
on Wednesday afternoon relating that he was sick
since Monday. On Thursday morning he turned up
for his normal duty and submitted two copies of
medical leave issued by Clinic Community. The first
copy of medical leave for Monday and Tuesday was
issued by a medical Officer, however the medical
leave for Wednesday was issued by a Hospital
Assistant. Can the employer take any action against
the employee, please advise.

Q4.

A4.

The employee is deemed absent from work without
permission from the employer and without a
reasonable excuse from Monday to Wednesday

because:
i. the employee only informed the employer more than 48
hours after the commencement of his sick leave; and
ii. the sick leave on Wednesday was not certified by a
medical officer; a Hospital Assistant is not a Medical
Officer.

Therefore, the employee can be terminated for being absent
three consecutive working days without permission from the
employer and without a reasonable excuse.
Company D, has an in-house union. The
company and the employee’s union have
a collective agreement. Under Article
35 of the collective agreement, it is stated that
during retrenchment exercise, the company will
pay retrenchment benefits to employees who are
retrenched on the ground of redundancy. The rate
of retrenchment benefits is one month’s salary for
each year of service. Due the current COVID-19
pandemic, the demand for the company’s products
has been declining and the company has been
making losses for the past two years and has
decided to cease operations effective 1 July 2021
in which all employees will be terminated. The
company agreed to pay termination benefits as per

Q5.

ASK FMM 41
Employment (Terminations and Lay-off Benefits)
Regulations 1980 to the employees.
a. Is the company required to inform the Labour
Department on the termination of employee, if
your answer is yes then state the manner and
when to inform the Labour Department.
b. The union wants the company to pay
retrenchment benefits to all employees as
per Article 35 of the collective agreement.
The matter was brought to the Industrial
Relations Department as a trade dispute. As
the HR Manager of the company, what is your
argument and reasoning for not complying with
Article 35 of the collective agreement.
a. Yes, the company has to inform the Labour
Department on the termination of employees by
submitting the Borang PK, the Borang PK needs to
be submitted before June 2021.
b. I will argue and submit that the termination of employees is
due to the total closure of business as stated in the Borang
PK submitted to the Labour Department and not due to
retrenchment caused by redundancy. Retrenchment caused
by redundancy is due to surplus of labour. When the
company closes the business there is no issue of surplus of
labour and there is no redundancy. Since the termination
of the employees is not due retrenchment caused by
redundancy therefore Article 35 of the collective agreement
is not applicable.

A5.

a. Is Minimum Retirement Age Act 2012
applicable to the following categories of
employees:(i)		 Foreign workers;
(ii)		 Part time employees; and
(iii)	Employee whose wages is RM5,000.00 per
month on a fixed term for a period of 36
months.
b. What is the current minimum retirement age
provided under the Minimum Retirement Act
2012? An employee alleged that he was
prematurely retired upon the expiration of the
fixed term contract by the company. He made a
representation for reinstatement, under section
20 of Industrial Act 1967, after which he made
a complaint under the Minimum Retirement
Age Act 2012 in the Labour Department. The
Labour Department sent the Company a notice
of inquiry on the complaint. Should the company
attend the inquiry. Kindly advise.

Q6.

a. (i) Minimum Retirement Age Act 2012 is not
applicable to a foreign employee;
(ii) Minimum Retirement Age Act 2012 is not
applicable to a part-time employee; and
(iii) Minimum Retirement Act 2012 is applicable to an
employee whose wages is RM5,000.00 per month on a fixed
term for a period of 36 months.
b. The minimum retirement age under the Act is 60 years
old. The company should attend the inquiry, if not the
inquiry will be held in the absence of the company and a
decision will be made which may not be in favour of the
company. Since the employee has made a representation
under section 20 of the Industrial Act 1967, the Director
General of Labour has no powers to inquire further into the
complaint of the employee under the Minimum Retirement
Age Act 2021.

A6.

The content of this section is intended for the purpose of general advisory information and not be construed as legal advice.
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Business in Action@FMM, a quarterly newsletter
in English produced by FMM, is a merger of
the Berita FMM and Trade Bulletin to provide the
latest news affecting the manufacturing industry.
These include:
• FMM’s views on current issues of government
policies, etc.
• Market and networking opportunities
• Market Alerts such as trade barriers, mandatory
requirements that affect business
• ASEAN News
• Industry Group News
• HR/IR Matters
• Events/Trade Fairs/Exhibitions participated by FMM
• Updates on trade policies that affect manufacturers
• Happenings at FMM Branches

Circulation
The 5,000 copies of the Business in Action@FMM
are circulated on a complimentary basis to
members and
• Ministries, Governments and Agencies

• Foreign Embassies and Trade Offices
in Malaysia
• Business Visitors, Trade Mission
Delegates; and

• Foreign Trade Organisations/Chambers

Business in Action@FMM is widely read by
Chief Executives, Senior Management Personnel
of companies and Senior Government Officials who
need to update themselves on current issues and
happenings in the industry.

Promote your Products/Services
Now in Business in Action@FMM!
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46 NEW MEMBERS

WELCOME TO FMM
The Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) thrives on the active participation of its members. The
involvement of our members and their staff is essential to the long-term growth of the manufacturing sector
and to the primary role of the Federation.
It is with great pride and honour for FMM to welcome 40 Ordinary Members and 16 Affiliate Members
that joined the Federation from March to May 2021.

Ordinary Member

• ISD Meditech Sdn Bhd

• Watanabe Metal Industries Sdn Bhd

• ASE Rubber Industries Sdn Bhd

• Jingxing Holdings (M) Sdn Bhd

• Yung Kong Wire Industries Sdn Bhd

• Johor Bahru Flour Mill Sdn Bhd

• ZGSM Lighting (M) Sdn Bhd

• Asem Technology Sdn Bhd
• Avecena Gloves Sdn Bhd
• BC Factory Sdn Bhd
• Carely Industries Sdn Bhd
• Chemfield Sdn Bhd
• CNC Paper International Sdn Bhd
• CND Industries Sdn Bhd
• Daikin Malaysia Sales & Service
Sdn Bhd
• DF Automation & Robotics Sdn Bhd
• Dr. Oetker Nona Malaysia Sdn Bhd
• Dualrank (M) Sdn Bhd
• EPE Packaging (Malaysia) Sendirian
Berhad
• FFM (Sabah) Sdn Bhd
• Goodhope Healthcare Sdn Bhd
• Hauni (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
• Huge Metals Sdn Bhd
• Hydroaxys Sdn Bhd
• HZ Green Pulp Sdn Bhd

• Lam Research International Sdn Bhd
• Le Bourne Sdn Bhd

Affiliate Membership

• Mutiara Manufacturing & Marketing
Sdn Bhd

• Aspire NXT Sdn Bhd

• Protenga Sdn Bhd

• Cheong Vege Sdn Bhd

• RHF Stone Sdn Bhd

• Harbour-Link Logistics Sdn Bhd

• Ruspert Eco Coating Technology
(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

• JJ-Lapp (M) Sdn Bhd

• Sefar Fabrication (M) Sdn Bhd

• KDDI Malaysia Sdn Bhd

• Setsu Precision Technology (M)
Sdn Bhd
• Shin-Etsu (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
• Signwood Cabinets & Flooring
Industries (M) Sdn Bhd
• SJ Classic Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
• S.L.S. Fibre Industries Sdn Bhd
• Sun Ace Kakoh (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
• T.A. Furniture Industries Sdn Bhd
• Vtech Telecommunications
(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

• Blackoak Consulting Sdn Bhd

• JSP Ltd
• MG Resources Management Sdn Bhd
• Nova Core It Sdn Bhd
• OK Blockchain Centre Sdn Bhd
• Quest Learning Sdn Bhd
• Rizing Sdn Bhd
• SF Global Express (M) Sdn Bhd
• Topmix Resources Sdn Bhd
• UA Materials Sdn Bhd
• Worke Hub Sdn Bhd

